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Leveraging Analytics to Produce Compelling and Profitable Film Content 
  

      
      

     Abstract 
 

Producing compelling film content profitably is a top priority to the long-term prosperity 
of the film industry. Advances in digital technologies, increasing availabilities of granular big 
data, rapid diffusion of analytic techniques, and intensified competition from user generated 
content and original content produced by Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) platforms 
have created unparalleled needs and opportunities for film producers to leverage analytics in 
content production. Built upon the theories of value creation and film production, this article 
proposes a conceptual framework of key analytic techniques that film producers may engage 
throughout the production process, such as script analytics, talent analytics, and audience 
analytics. The article further synthesizes the state-of-the-art research on and applications of these 
analytics, discuss the prospect of leveraging analytics in film production, and suggest fruitful 
avenues for future research with important managerial implications.  
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1. Introduction 
      

Producing compelling and profitable content is key to the long-term prosperity of the film 
industry. Content proliferation and intensified competition for viewers from Subscription Video 
on Demand (SVOD) platforms, whose success has often been attributed to leveraging analytics, 
have further escalated the desire for film producers to turn to analytics. While the role is difficult 
to narrowly define (Noam 2018), film producers oversee numerous aspects throughout the entire 
production phase, such as selecting scripts and talents, securing financing, and coordinating 
directing and editing. Essentially, they are the strategic enablers of creative ideas and organizers 
of the ideas’ realizations (Lee et al 2018). While independent producers may face distinct 
challenges compared to studio producers, the goal of producing compelling contents that 
accomplish financial success remains universal. 

Digital technologies, such as digital filming, digital distribution, 3D production, 
augmented and virtual realities (AR, VR), have profoundly impacted the film industry and its 
broader competitive landscape. Examples of such impacts include content proliferation driven by 
SVODs’ multi-billion-dollar investment in content production, reduced entry barrier to 
production, and user generated content (Fontaine et al. 2018).1 To compete in an environment 
where SVODs’ revenues will rise to overtake theatrical revenues in 20192, producers are 
increasingly turning to analytics as a promising route to produce compelling and profitable 
content (Bruneel et al. 2018; Fuselier 2017).3  

Meanwhile, the substantial growth of digital consumption has generated a vast volume of 
granular individual level data, propelling the diffusion of analytics across entertainment 
industries that conventionally operate upon creative intuition (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018; 
Fontaine et al. 2018). Across industries, such as SVOD, music, and gaming, the potential of 
analytics is well recognized and clearly demonstrated (Manovich 2018). For instance, Netflix has 
constructed one of the most sophisticated, analytics-driven recommendation engines and 
succeeded in micro-targeting the global audience (Gomez-Uribe and Hunt 2016; Kosterich 
2016). 

The academic literature has thus far concentrated on the downstream activities (i.e., the 
distribution sector) of the film value chain (Bloore 2009), often using the regression methods.4 
We instead focus on the upstream sector of film production from a film producer’s perspective 
and those more advanced analytics, such as machine learning. Despite the focus on film 
production, the manuscript further incorporates the successful lessons from content productions 
in related audio-visual industries. This research also contributes to the literature by delineating a 

                         
1
 Parrot Analytics (2018). Global digital original SVOD production trends. 

https://www.parrotanalytics.com/insights/global–svod–digital–originals–production–trends/.  
PwC (2017). Consumer intelligence series: I stream, you stream. PwC. https://www.pwc.com/us/en/advisory–
services/publications/consumer–intelligence–series/i–stream–you–stream/pwc–videoquake–i–stream–you–
stream.pdf.  
2 McDonald, A. (2018). Ampere: SVOD to overtake box office revenues next year. Digital TV.com. 
https://www.digitaltveurope.com/2018/12/17/ampere–svod–to–overtake–box–office–revenues–next–year.  
3 Fuselier, J. (2017). Use these data transparent companies to amplify your film distribution strategy. Sundance 
Institute Creative Distribution Initiative. https://www.sundance.org/blogs/creative-distribution-initiative/use-these-
data-transparent-companies-to-amplify-your-film-distribution-strategy.  
4 Bloore, P. (2009). Re–defining the independent film value chain. UK Film Council. https://www.bfi.org.uk/sites 
/bfi.org.uk/files/downloads/redefining–the–independent–film–value–chain.pdf.  
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conceptual framework where analytics may be leveraged during film production, synthesizing 
the state-of-the-art literatures and suggesting directions for future research.  

In this process, we also address managerial responses and organizational arrangement 
relevant to film economics (Acheson and Maule 1994) by examining how the fine-grained, 
demand-side data can be leveraged by the supply side (Peukert 2018). By considering data as an 
emerging capability and toolset potentially aligning interests across development, production, 
distribution, and exhibition, the impacts of leveraging analytics on trade flows and vertical 
relations in the film value chain are explored (Chisholm et al 2015; Aguiar and Waldfogel 2018).  

Notwithstanding the potential offered by the richer data and advanced analytics, many 
challenges remain, stymieing their broader and deeper adoption by the film industry. For 
instance, most audience data are not readily or equitably accessible to producers. Another clear 
gap exists between academic research and industrial applications. Thus, this research takes an 
initial step to bridging this knowledge divide by surveying both the academic and industrial 
literatures and calling for more academia-industry collaborations.  

The remainder of the article unfolds as follows: we first propose a conceptual framework 
of which and how key analytic techniques may be leveraged at each stage of film production. We 
then discuss the recent development of each technique before outlining the potential 
impediments to broader implementations of analytics in film productions and the promising 
avenues for future research. Throughout the manuscript, we do not advocate replacing creativity 
with analytics, instead, we promote their seamless integration. We also follow a probabilistic 
perspective, in which incorporating analytics does not deterministically guarantee a successful 
outcome, but rather increases the odds of success (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018; Foutz 
2017).   

 
2. Conceptual Framework  

 
Despite the diverse scholarly and industrial definitions, analytics commonly refer to the 

discovery, interpretation, and communication of meaningful patterns in data towards effective 
decision making. These processes have found favor in the entertainment industries. Executives, 
such as the President of Warner Brothers’ Worldwide Home Entertainment and Games, have 
highlighted the data’s influences on film greenlight, promotion, and pricing.5 Specific analytic 
techniques range from demand predictive analytics, social media analytics, to machine learning 
(ML) and more broadly artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, such as neural networks. Analytics 
in the film industry have largely found applications in the downstream value chain, such as ad 
planning and audience word of mouth (WOM) analysis (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2015). More 
recently, various SVOD platforms have leveraged analytics across much broader industrial 
processes, most controversially the creation of content itself. Nonetheless, producers’ utilization 
of analytics remains an emerging area of research and practice.  

In a hyper-competitive digital economy, persuading potential audiences to risk time and 
money requires “early” actionable insight from the perspective of producers and financiers. 
“Predictions made right before or after the official release … are too late for investors to make 
any meaningful decision” (Lash and Zhao 2016). Thus, an examination of how analytics may 
help in the “early” stages of content production will make a valuable contribution to the 
literature. To accomplish this, we propose a framework of leveraging analytics in film 

                         
5 Prange, S. (2018). Big data revolution. JCH Media Inc. https://www.mediaplaynews.com/big-data-revolution/.  
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production by building upon the theories of value creation (e.g., Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997) 
and film production.6 While the insights into film production guide us to dissect the production 
process into three primary stages, the value creation theory enables us to assess which analytics 
at each stage generate value and competitive advantages above the traditional approaches 
(Barney 1997). Specifically, drawing on the theories of film production, we divide the film 
production process into three major stages: development and packaging, production, and 
exploitation (Figure 1). The first stage encompasses all decisions and actions leading up to a 
film’s greenlight decision and before the cost becomes sunk in physical production. The second 
stage, production, involves everything that leads up to the final unalterable form of the film. And 
the third stage focuses on post-release marketing and learning processes that might impact future 
productions. 

 
---------- Insert Figure 1 here ----------  

 
Although these stages, to a certain extent, present an artificial construct, they permit 

discrete decision points to be highlighted and relevant techniques evaluated. However, we should 
retain the consideration that there can be substantial leakage across stages, both of data 
pertinence and of decision practice. For instance, many forward-looking actions, such as 
investment, are based on past audience data, thus calling for cross-stage and cross-film analytics. 
Another case in point is ongoing content production, such as film franchises or TV seasons with 
extended life cycles and continual opportunities for analytics. An additional example is that 
granular audience data have been used to test a new cast member or assess who may boost 
audience ratings (Marolda and Krigsman 2018). Such adaptations of a creative products based on 
analytics are not possible post-production for films, despite that the marketing literature has 
clearly illustrated how distributors’ targeting can be iteratively informed (Hennig-Thurau and 
Houston 2018; Foutz 2017). The implications for producers can come in amending the content 
emphases and right-sizing the budget of franchise iterations, bringing the exhibition data back to 
the greenlight considerations. Also, the iteration on script development within the development 
and packaging stage can be informed by data-led techniques. 

Each of the above three stages involves several key decisions, presents distinctive 
challenges, and can benefit from intelligent applications of appropriate analytics. Table 1 
displays our framework of the state-of-the-art essential analytic techniques that may be leveraged 
by producers at each stage to facilitate the creation of compelling and profitable content. In the 
next few sections, we will further discuss each technique. 

 
---------- Insert Table 1 here ---------- 

 
To focus our inquiry into the use of data analytics on those aspects with a high potential 

to aid producers in creating superior value and establishing competitive advantages, we draw 
upon the recent developments in the value creation theory that focus on dynamic and innovation-
driven market environments, such as the media industries (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018, 
pp. 128f.). Here, companies need to develop and maintain specific capabilities in order to adapt 
                         
6 Theories of film production may be viewed at Bugaj, S.V. (2013). The Production Pipeline Series. Private Blog. 
http://www.bugaj.com/?category=pipeline. Also see Marolda, M. and Krigsman, M. (2018). “Moneyball” for 
movies: data and analytics at Legendary Entertainment. https://www.cxotalk.com/episode/moneyball-movies-data-
analytics-legendary-entertainment.  
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to these challenging circumstances. In particular, data- and analytics-related capabilities have 
been prescribed a paramount role for achieving success in light of intense competition (e.g., 
Wamba et al. 2017; Sharma et al. 2010). In this context, Verhoef, Kooge, and Walk (2016)’s Big 
Data Value Creation Framework highlights the importance of owning suitable data, establishing 
adequate structures and competencies, as well as applying appropriate analytical techniques in 
order to create value for consumers and companies alike. This is in line with Bozik and 
Dimkovski (2019), who propose four central capabilities that facilitate successfully obtaining, 
managing, and analyzing data in commercial settings: (i) identification and obtainment of data 
(acquisition), (ii) data analysis and sense-making (assimilation), (iii) integration into existing 
knowledge (transformation), and (iv) application to commercial ends (exploitation).  

Combining these capabilities with the above three primary production stages, we develop 
a framework of how and when producers may leverage data analytics to create compelling and 
profitable contents of superior values to consumers and production companies (Figure 2). At the 
end of each subsequent chapter, this framework will also serve as a guiding foundation for 
providing managers and researchers with a concise summary of the important capabilities 
enhanced as a result of analytics.  

 
---------- Insert Figure 2 here ----------  

 
Despite numerous possibilities of leveraging analytics at various stages of film 

production, we argue that these efforts should be directed towards those that offer opportunities 
to create superior value, through addition to and not replacement of, traditional approaches. 
Netflix is a prime industry example that illustrates how creating such superior value in content 
planning and production, by gathering the right kind of data and analyzing them with the 
appropriate methods, can lead to sustainable competitive advantages over those less data-savvy 
industry players (Aguiar and Waldfogel 2018; Barney 1997). It gains a competitive edge in 
attracting and retaining consumers by leveraging viewing data to identify content compelling to 
the audience, as well as optimizing the efficiency of production operations by identifying 
bottlenecks and synergies from historic production data. This data-informed approach also 
allows Netflix to take calculated risks, provide valuable insights to producers, attract high-profile 
talents and creatives, and enhance the quality of the content library. 

In line with Ravid (2013), who acknowledges the difficulties in decision-making based 
on past data due to the highly uncertain nature of predictions, research respecting these 
conditions is able to make useful statements about important areas of revenue distribution. We 
thus frame our investigations regarding data analytics as a new knowledge resource within such 
limitations, illuminating this resource’s optimal management and allocation (Miller and Shamsie 
1996). 

      
3. Development and Packaging 
 

Activities leading to the overarching greenlight decision that a film will be made often 
fall under the term “development and packaging”. Such decisions typically rely upon many 
interrelated and iterative processes, including ideation, script development, casting, audience 
analysis, demand forecasting, and financing. Significant data-led innovations are impacting these 
tasks, but there is little academic literature on such data-led shaping processes, especially 
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compared to the body of extant research on ex-post marketing (Simon and Schroeder 2019). 
Thus, important new toolsets will be examined in each subsequent sub-section. 
  
3.1 Development: Ideation Analytics and Script Analytics 

The challenge of determining a film’s story most likely to be compelling to audiences and 
driving profits has led to the recognition of dominance and efficiency of sequels, remakes, and 
reproduced Intellectual Property (IP) (Ravid 2013; 2018). Recently, data-led approaches have 
opened up more opportunities for a producer in seeking and refining film ideas. Some capture 
and analyze data about a potential audience, so a producer may serve an uncovered demand, 
while others examine film scripts. 

Ideation analytics. New tools and services for idea generation have emerged based on 
mining online content and its audiences. Broadly conceived, these tools aim to address the 
question of which kind of films to make, while also offer creative content analysis and script 
development capacities alongside ideation technologies. These innovation components can 
largely be separated into data-led tools that source content ideas (i.e., what story to tell) and 
revenue prediction tools based on script analysis (i.e., how to tell a story). Though these 
offerings can exist within one company, there are important distinctions to make.  

Firstly, explicit claims of ideation via analytics are rare within industry. The use of 
analytics can even be explicitly disavowed by the most advanced practitioners of audience 
analysis. Technologies that challenge the primacy of traditional creative agencies are often 
feared and critiqued. As a result, their use can be hidden or framed as a decision support tool 
only. This can contrast with the possible use of some services, such as Storyfit that advertises its 
leverage of analyses of viewing histories, web searches, and user engagement to identify the 
content that people actively seek. Using social media and broader consumer behavior data to 
infer audience interests in certain subjects and to generate content is also a component of 
forecasting, testing, and promotional efforts (Peukert 2018). Moving such practice upstream is 
important for producers’ work and their understanding of the calculative process of potential 
partners. 

Secondly, while producers for hire often deliver commissioned films for studios created 
“by the numbers” purely for profit, assessing what the audience want and catering to that demand 
have been largely based on the historical performance of the past films or related entertainment 
intellectual properties (IPs). And access to the wealth of online life and future-orients broadens 
the input parameters. This is especially important for addressing problems of historically under-
represented populations, where reliance on such past data does not change future content 
productions.7 Wattpad, an online literature publishing platform, can be considered both as a more 
traditionally structured ideation service where popular writing can be discovered and then made 
into film and TV, but also an innovative one in terms of the scale, openness, diversity of content, 
and method of assessment used. The platform claims 65 million monthly users, 4 million writers, 
and 565 million stories, which are analyzed to determine why audiences think a story is 
important and then developed with TV networks or studios. Variables of read rates, read time, 
reader comments, search platform metrics, story metadata, genre, and storytelling mechanics are 
highlighted as the key analytical components to generate more compelling stories (Ramdarshan 

                         
7 Smith, S.L., Choueiti, M., Pieper, K., Gillig, T., Lee, C., and DeLuca, D. (2018). Inequality in 1,100 Popular 
Films: Examining portrayals of gender, race/ethnicity, LGBT and disability from 2007 to 2017. USC Annenberg 
Inclusion Initiative. http://assets.uscannenberg.org/docs/inequality–in–1100–popular–films.pdf. 
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Bold 2018). However, the methods are proprietary and therefore opaque. Although built on 
collaborative filtering (CF) data science literature, the model is adapted to the contexts 
encompassing goals of completion and sharing – those engagement metrics deemed to allow for 
the observation of trends before the trends become obvious, rather than predicting tastes. The 
model has led to compelling hits for audiences in multiple media. Nonetheless, as we move 
chronologically down the value chain, from identifying a film’s idea based on online activities or 
content popularity to developing that idea within a film framework, analytic details become 
clearer and richer. Scripts form the skeleton of the final creative product and as such are central 
to the industry’s work and the application of analytics. 

Script analytics. Two complementary analytic service elements focus on scripts for 
producers’ development and packaging: the intended practice of improving a script itself, such as 
replacing clichés in a script with more nuanced ideas, and selecting which scripts to greenlight 
based on box office prediction. These goals are central to the services that apply natural language 
processing (NLP) and neural networks to script analysis (Napoli 2013).  

Script analysis can function as a kind of film x-ray to identify elements, such as plot 
points or emotional tone, that drive success. Understanding the pathway to impact for such 
product characteristics can be important for producers. NLP has been used to find that the most 
talked about emotional arcs, not necessarily the most liked films, attain higher revenues.8 That is, 
irrespective of budget and genre, the most financially successful films are those with an 
emotional fall preceding an emotional rise; and they are successful not because of that content 
characteristic solely and directly, but because they generate the most engagement. Thus, 
producing films most desired by the public, as measured by IMDB ratings, is not deemed a 
useful strategy, being liked is less useful than being talked about. While careful considerations of 
script, budget, genre, and tone are embedded in a producer’s daily work with the goal of 
attracting positive attention, more specific content assessments potentially enable highly targeted 
producer action. Hunter et al. (2016) apply network text analysis to reveal that a screenplay’s 
text network or concept map size strongly predicts its opening weekend box office, Eliashberg, 
Hui, and Zhang (2007; 2014) further combine NLP with domain knowledge when analyzing 
scripts to predict box office and guide greenlight decisions. Similar to Hunter et al. (2016), 
Eliashberg, Hui, and Zhang (2014) find positive, significant predictors in the form of early 
exposition and a strong enemy. It is the use of data to describe a piece of work during creation 
that is relatively rare and sets such processes apart from the regular use of big data concerning 
the already produced work. While such indicators can add contextual details to producers’ notes 
for writers, these analytics can also be helpful in relation to producers’ use of extant greenlight 
support heuristics, for instance comparable titles analysis (“comparables”), and producers’ 
understanding of their counterparties’ operations. We argue that although the showcased 
approaches incorporating NLP still lack the semantic understanding of human experts, they can 
be a valuable asset for producers and complement producers’ vast knowledge base by providing 
structural insights and uncovering success relations on a broader scale. With the recent, rapid 
advancements in NLP techniques, which aim at understanding semantic relations in textual data, 
how financiers or studios will evaluate a proposed script in the future presents a fruitful avenue 
for further research.  

                         
8 Del Vecchio, M., Kharlamov, A., Parry, G., and Pogrebna, G. (2018). The data science of Hollywood: Using 
emotional arcs of movies to drive business model innovation in entertainment industries. Cornell University E-Prints 
Computer Science Computation and Language Resource document. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.02221.pdf. 
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Producers can positively integrate script analytics into the packaging processes. 
Comparable titles analysis is usually used in greenlight decisions to provide supporting guidance 
regarding a film’s likely performance. In order to help decision makers determine whether to 
make a particular film, the process essentially asks “can a film like this be profitable?” Research 
shows that selections of comparables can be made more rigorous by including films with similar 
sized main text network components, providing a further layer of reflection on likely revenues 
and informing casting and budgeting decisions accordingly (Hunter et al. 2016). Eliashberg, Hui, 
and Zhang (2014) provide particular insights into testing their approach at a portfolio selection 
level, demonstrating that the economic significance (ROI) of their model’s script selection is 
preferential to traditional, comparable titles analysis. Their script analysis makes a valuable 
addition to the assessment of genre, content variables, and semantic variables through the bag-of-
words subset of textual variables, an NLP feature that can assess the overall tone of a film 
through key term frequencies. When considering the application of such data intensive 
approaches from a producer’s perspective, we must bear in mind both that such approaches can 
not only inform producers’ review and guidance towards a screenwriters’ work, but also 
influence how a potential investor may evaluate a film. 

Challenges and future research opportunities regarding the development and packaging 
stage abound. Applications and research regarding ideation and script analytics face several 
challenges. When discussing the practical impact of their script analysis work, Eliashberg, Hui, 
and Zhang (2014) note the challenges of data access, updating and scaling databases, and 
communication with studios. The issue with applications becomes even starker as methodologies 
developed by academics are leveraged primarily by major studios.9 As a result, producers not 
working with Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) companies are unlikely to use 
these methodologies. Limited access to analytic techniques and their contextualized 
interpretations by the broader producer community restricts the flow of understanding across the 
value chain and aggregate efficiency. It is also vital to highlight that the use of such tools is only 
one of many considerations in group decision making, and thus the empirical impacts on the 
industry are difficult to evaluate. Also, producers who partner with a studio are distinct from the 
continually employed executives at the multi-national companies who provide production 
financing and physical production services (Brookey and Zhang 2018; Noam 2018). The latter 
sits apart from the production, largely a temporary alliance of freelancers to ideate and realize the 
film, as opposed to an internalization of a whole value chain’s activities within a company 
(Tashman et al. 2019). Even within integrated companies, such as major studios, data can be 
silo-ed. 

Firm- and project-organization is highly important in the data analytics application 
context, financing and arranging integrated production process have been highlighted as 
providing interesting puzzles for economic studies (McKenzie 2012). The divisionalization of 
                         
9 Practitioners’ use of academic methodologies is exemplified by Miguel Campo and his team at 20th Century Fox, 
who deploy methods from computer science, such as interactive intelligent systems, neural networks, and pattern 
recognition, to predict movie audiences using trailers. See Hsieh, C. K., Campo, M., Taliyan, A., Nickens, M., 
Pandya, M., and Espinoza, J. J. (2018). Convolutional Collaborative Filter Network for video based 
recommendation systems. Cornell University Computer Science Computation and Language Resource document. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.08189. Another example is Navaratjhna, Carr, and Mandt at Disney, who alongside their 
colleagues at Simon Fraser University and California Institute of Technology, utilize matrix and tensor factorization 
methods to examine facial expression data to model movie audience reactions (Deng et al. 2017). A third example is 
Movio, a third party analytics provider serving STX Entertainment and the major studios. Movio stipulated that its 
causal inference methods were validated by Professor D. Rubin at Harvard University. 
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filmmaking has been addressed as Corts (2001) notes that films with the same producer but 
different distributors do not benefit from efficient outcomes and that divisionalized companies 
tend to behave like integrated companies. Nonetheless, the role of modern analytics as a through-
line in this field requires serious attention. Areas for examination include the role of data as a 
common language, the barriers to its use in different settings, such as contractual access or cross-
division use, the existence or lack of collaboration across divisions and independent partners. 
These questions can provide further research streams adding to the literature’s traditional 
attention to the U.S. distribution sector and its connection to the marketing discipline (McKenzie 
2012). Propagating the uptake and understanding of tools to enable engagement of analytics from 
multiple, integrated viewpoints, could support studios and wider approximation of integrated, 
cross-value chain datasets that trail the successful practices in China, where financiers, 
producers, ticketing apps and internet platforms can be cross-owned to enable both marketing 
efficiencies and higher-level strategic decision making.10 

 
3.2 Packaging: Talent Analytics 
     Building the right package and attach suitable talent to a project is a core responsibility of 
any producer. Casting decisions are among the most important ex-ante decisions that impact a 
film’s success (Hunter et al. 2016). In industrial practice, two notable platform solutions 
facilitate the selections and packaging of talent. One is Cinelytic, a film decision support service 
that utilizes data about directors, actors, writers, and producers, in combination with historical 
box office, budget, and social media metrics, to derive proprietary talent scores or their 
“bankability”. The other is Variety’s V-score that is built upon the search volumes for specific 
talents. 

The academic research has analyzed a variety of factors to guide casting decisions, such 
as the talents’ individual track records and their past collaborative networks (Hofmann et al. 
2017; Packard et al. 2016). A variety of analytic techniques are also developed to evaluate talents 
and their relationship to contents (e.g., Kupfer et al. 2018). By analyzing, among others, WOM 
from essential stakeholders, primarily consumers, this stream of research often seeks to short-cut, 
if not replace, crucial human knowledge about the quality of the key talents and their team 
compatibility (Von Rimscha 2009). Other studies have also assessed talents’ outward appeal and 
internal compatibility to forecast their impact on a film’s revenue to guide casting decisions 
(Ghiassi et al. 2015; Hadida 2009). Alternatively, viewer behaviors, such as searching, 
rewinding, fast forwarding, have also been utilized to guide casting decisions (Carr 2013; Kim et 
al. 2019). 

Beyond track records and viewer behaviors, talents’ network and team composition are 
also explored (Cattani and Ferriani 2008; Cattani et al. 2013; Packard et al. 2016). For example, 
Packard et al. (2016) analyze the talents’ collaborative network and reveal the importance of 
different network positions for front-of- versus behind-the-scene talents. Specifically, they find 
that higher eigenvector centrality that measures the connection to others more central to the 
network is critical for those front-of-the-scene talents, such as actors and actresses, whereas 
higher betweenness centrality that measures the capability to bridge sub-communities is more 
essential for behind-the-scene talents, such as cinematographers or set designers. Other studies 

                         
10 Such innovations are covered in the trade press, such as Roxborough, S. (2016). Alibaba Pictures buys into 
'Mermaid' Financier Hehe Pictures. Hollywood Reporter. http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/alibaba- 
pictures-buys-mermaid-financier-hehe-pictures-950659.  
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have applied the network graph theory to films based on actor-specific characteristics; and 
visualized topical structures and relationships among actors and film genres (Brandes et al. 2006; 
Haughton et al. 2014; Ghiassi et al. 2015). Kim et al. (2019) further demonstrate how typecasting 
decisions can be driven by similarities among different actors. Moreover, Carr (2013) points out 
that Netflix annotates its contents with hundreds of tags, the so-called metadata descriptors, in 
order to highlight good talents.11 

Overall, the extant research is primarily prescriptive in nature. A common denominator of 
managerial relevance is the importance of team effects among the cast. The leveraging impact of 
successful team composition based on talent characteristics and synergy effects, such as talent-
film fit, is demonstrated by analyzing historical box office success (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2013). 
For instance, Brandes et al. (2006) show that data labeled according to film characteristics, such 
as genres and success figures, may help match actors using network-based algorithms. Such 
clustering techniques enable studio managers to identify groups of fitting actors that serve as a 
basis for successful compilation of teams. In a nutshell, this area of research, initially rooted in 
human resources, has revealed that successful applications of talent analytics are becoming a 
new source of competitive advantage (Chamorro-Premuzic 2016; Davenport et al. 2010). It has 
also given rise to the concept of “star power”, which is among the most widely considered 
antecedents of box office success (Delen et al. 2007; Elberse, 2007; Hur et al. 2016; Kim et al. 
2015; Liu and Mazumdar 2014; Marshall, et al. 2013). 
      
3.3 Financing: Demand Predictive Analytics and Audience Analytics 

Financing involves processes of evaluation and composition that corral elements to 
complete the budget, effectively concluding the development and packaging stage with a 
greenlight to enter production. All stakeholders’ greenlight decisions are directly influenced by a 
film’s expected revenues. The well-known producer’s challenge of the uncertain demand (De 
Vany and Walls 1996) is often formulated as “at what budget is there a sufficient audience for 
this film to greenlight it?” Thus, it is of critical importance to be able to forecast a film’s demand 
before moving into the specifics of audience micro-segmentation, targeting, and reach. 
Nonetheless, demand forecasting is one of the longest standing challenges, particularly given the 
cultural diversity of the global film market (Dawar and Parker 1994), heavy-skewed revenue 
distribution (De Vany and Walls 2004; Walls 2005a, 2005b), and subtle effects of competition, 
timing, and seasonality (Cabral and Natividad 2016; Dalton and Leung 2017; Einav 2007). 

Demand predictive analytics. To better forecast a film’s demand, a rich literature has 
examined the revenue impact of product characteristics (talent, budget, genre), marketing efforts 
(distributional width, advertising budget), third parties (critical reviews, consumer WOM), and 
audience traits (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018; Hadida 2009; Eliashberg, Leenders and 
Elberse 2006; Hennig-Thurau, Houston and Sridhar 2006; Elberse and Eliashberg 2003; 
Zufryden 1996). Both feature- and diffusion-based predictive approaches have employed a 
variety of regression methods (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018), which assume that common 
rules apply to a wide range of films. To address this untenable assumption, interaction effects 
have been incorporated, or a sample of films is split by genre for genre-specific analyses 
(Hennig-Thurau and Wruck 2000). On the other extreme, practitioners have argued that every 

                         
11 New York Times (2013). Giving viewers what they want. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/25/business/media/for-house-of-cards-using-big-data-to-guarantee-its-
popularity.html. 
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film is unique, thus no rules apply at all (Goldman 1983). The most common practice of the film 
industry is actually to take the middle ground, enlisting comparable films by assuming that there 
are patterns to discover, but only among similar films. Such scenario-based analogizing has been 
shown to outperform regression-based forecasting of film revenues (Lovallo, et al. 2012) and 
remains conceptually sound since consumers hold relatively stable latent tastes for films, 
presumably based on underlying gratification-seeking behavior (Palmgreen and Rayburn 1982). 
The increasing availability of data and applications of analytics that detect consumers’ 
preferences, moods, and feelings have also enabled film producers to optimize cross-cultural 
preferences for either local or global contents (Chisholm et al. 2015; Peukert 2018). 
            The demand prediction literature draws attention especially when new data sources, such 
as social media (Asur and Huberman 2010), or new methods, such as prediction markets 
(Pennock et al. 2001; Spann and Skiera 2003; Foutz and Jank 2010; McKenzie 2013) or neural 
networks (Rhee et al. 2016; Ghiassi et al. 2015; Lash and Zhao 2016), are enlisted. Some of the 
latter have recently produced impressive predictive results on historical samples (Ghiassi et al. 
2015; Lash and Zhao 2016). Nonetheless, these methods’ lack of interpretability has presented 
challenges when used to convince financiers. Therefore, while a number of services, such as 
Epagogix, Scriptbook, and VaultML, offer early revenue predictions via machine learning, 
comparables continue to prevail as the dominant method for demand forecasting and to serve as 
the foundation of machine learning based predictions (e.g. Eliashberg, Hui, and Zhang 2014). 
Bruneel et al. (2018) draw a “sobering lesson”, based on the state-of-the-art data mining models, 
that “it remains difficult to actually predict box office revenues with decent accuracy because of 
the presence of very strong outliers in the dataset”. The impact of those outliers reinforces the 
fundamental dynamics of revenue distributions and the impracticalities of substantial reliance on 
such forecasting for investment decisions.  

In light of this, when considering the producer’s view, granularity is vital. However, 
scientific attempts to take return-on-investment (ROI) as a dependent variable in regression 
analyses usually define profitability in broad terms of box office revenues and budgets (Ravid 
1999; Lehmann and Weinberg 2000; Miller and Shamsie 2001; Hadida 2003; Hennig-Thurau et 
al. 2001; Hennig-Thurau 2004; Ravid and Basuroy 2004; Jansen 2005; Lash and Zhao 2016). 
This approach is academically engaging, but less suited for practical applications from a 
producer’s perspective, because the financial structure of films is so varied, and the way to 
determine a producer’s or studio’s ROI is complex. For instance, in casting, the effect of stars on 
revenues has been examined extensively (cf. Section 3.2), yet such a decision also affects the 
budget and may even change the revenue sharing scheme. Thus, the ways a casting decision 
affects the ROI are always multifold and indirect. From a producer’s view, it makes more sense 
to estimate these effects separately and then assess the combined impact in a film-specific model, 
including the recoupment structure, instead of estimating an overall effect based on less granular 
data.  

More recently, alternatives to historical norms of focusing on revenue performance have 
also been proposed, such as efficiency (Hababou et al. 2016) and formulations of profitability 
through different ROI calculations for greenlight modeling, including talent networks, release 
timing, and advanced content-specific features such as weighted average genre expertise (Lash 
and Zhao 2016). Another much more common heuristic to estimate profitability is a box office at 
twice the production budget to achieve break-even (Galvão and Henriques 2018), albeit 
overlooking global and ancillary revenues and advertising spends. Overall, the lack of direct 
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correlation between revenues and profits (Lash and Zhao 2016) indicates that a more granular 
revenue breakdown will be necessary to comprehend the underlying processes on a deeper level. 
 Audience analytics. The increasing availability of individual consumer level big data is 
poised to reconcile the two classic forecasting methods – a psychological approach via 
understanding an individual’s motivation to watch a film and an economic approach via 
modelling the aggregate effects of film traits on the overall demand (Eliashberg et al. 2016). For 
example, recommender algorithms have proven successful at modelling individuals’ film 
preferences (Jannach et al. 2016). As a result, forecasting individual demand is adding 
substantial values to identifying comparables, and most importantly, informing production 
decisions (Barbosu 2017). A notable industrial example is Movio’s use of cinema loyalty 
program data to model an individual’s propensity to see a certain new film.12 Other examples 
include Jinni and JustWatch that offer marketers demand-side platforms to reach individual 
consumers based on their film tastes and illustrate how data can be leveraged at the global studio 
level to predict demand. 
 In summary, third-party decision support tools, such as Cinelytic, are adding analytics to 
the traditional industry heuristics of scenario modelling of profit and loss (PnL) accounts or 
control sheets (Townsend 2018). Nonetheless, industrial adoption and academic literature on 
modern predictive and audience analytics remain limited, partly due to the earlier, potentially 
over-ambitious, claims of analytics (Young et al. 2008). To address producers’ concerns, more 
bounded ambitions have thus been forwarded.13 As Hollywood and Silicon Valley converge 
through recent mergers, one may expect increased applications of such models and emergent 
embracing of “consumer science” at large. Lastly, a robust literature on the sources, workings, 
and contingencies of film financing (Ravid 2018; Debande 2018) explains debt and equity 
participation, adding to extant work that has detailed producer and investor intent and operation 
(Phillips 2004; Grantham 2012). However, examinations of how film risk is variable and subject 
to structural considerations have yet to be combined with the applications of analytics, which 
have been largely geared toward studios’ franchising and genre strategies instead (Brookey and 
Zhang 2018). We hence invite more attention to higher level strategies that elicit opportunities 
for applying analytics to aid financing decisions in general. Specifically, we identify a more in-
depth examination of forecasting impacts on revenue flows and recoupment structures as a 
promising field for further research, as seamless integration of analytical tools with industry 
practices will be key to developing early research findings into applicable tools that may be 
leveraged as an actual competitive advantage (Table 2). 
 

---------- Insert Table 2 here ---------- 
 
4. Production 
      

Production encompasses pre-production (from greenlight to the first day of shoot), 
production (principal photography), and post-production (from the last day of shoot to delivery 
of the film for distribution). 

                         
12 Smith, B., and Beguely, P. (2017). Movio view: propensity, machine learning, automation, and why it matters. 
Movio Blog. https://movio.co/blog/movio-view-propensity-machine-learning-automation-and-why-it-matters/. 
13 For example, Storyfit (2018) caveats its proposition to “using big data to improve greenlight” with the proviso that 
“it is not possible to ‘predict success’ in the way that most people mean”.  
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4.1 Pre-production and Production: Planning and Coordination Analytics 

Production planning and coordination are pragmatic aspects of filmmaking often under-
represented in the marketing and management literatures. Yet the integrated production 
processes are noted to provide engaging topics for the economics research (McKenzie 2012). 
While for instance, cinematographers and visual effect (VFX) providers are hired by producers, 
the impact of analytics on those activities is mainly felt by those selected service providers 
themselves, as opposed to the producer. Therefore, we focus on the aspects that reflect a 
producer’s core concerns. Taking the individual film as the organizing unit of the industry, the 
economic logic and methods of performance have been understood in terms of project 
management (Gaustad 2018). It is from this perspective that analytics-led changes to the 
producer’s existence can be usefully viewed. 

As highly definable and measurable aspects of filmmaking, planning and coordination 
afford immediate opportunities for leveraging analytics and big data to address profitability 
issues, such as in budgeting, territory, and set selection, photography schedule optimization, 
workflow planning, and human resource management. For instance, film budgeting that involves 
cost and logistics analysis typically takes place over multiple iterations among various potential 
partners before greenlight, and is thus in some ways interwoven with previous subsection 
activities. As part of this, evaluating shooting locations is a critical example of analytics’ 
application to production planning and coordination. While line producers and studios have great 
experience, factors including unique project requirements, emerging tax incentives, and changing 
cast and crew competencies make this a highly dynamic and complex data environment. Creative 
intuition, experience, and expertise continue to be employed. But as more defined inputs, such as 
subsidy cost calculation (Ravid 2018), become more optimizable due to analytics, improved 
performance is enabled. Major studios have entire departments dedicated to this work with 
private databases on incentives, studio rates, wages, and currency risk per country (Castendyk 
2018), and therefore enjoy the advantage of scale. Nonetheless, they have not invested in 
analytics comparable to SVODs (Cohen 2017).  

Attention to the example of Netflix provides insight on the industry’s leading edge that 
illuminates challenges and opportunities for the broader production sector and attendant research. 
Netflix is highly developed at data-led production, not least due to the substantial scale resulting 
from an $8 billion per annum content spend. Yet even in the era of a billion data rows per second 
(Manovich 2018), data sparsity is still a challenge due to film’s complexity as a cultural product 
and the inherent scope for substantial diversity across parameters of genre, budget, tone, cast, 
and resulting labor and equipment. Planning options for new films rarely have much like-for-like 
past data, so multiple inputs must be collated and combined. Netflix uses hierarchical models to 
afford production executives what-if scenario analyses of different location options. Since 
entering production with self-managed originals, Netflix has re-engineered scheduling processes 
that were only recently paper-based or conducted via unsophisticated digitized systems 
(Walraven, 2018). Automated optimization models for shooting schedules form planning and 
budgeting guides by very quickly assessing combinations of days, scenes, locations, talent 
availability and cost type. The aim is to optimize studio performance through actionable metrics 
for quick decisions and reduce operational burdens not replace creative freedoms (Walraven, 
2018). Just as there is a creative evaluative element to the cost estimation problem – the shooting 
location must be able to serve the story – the expertise of the producer remains in scheduling, but 
significant legwork is already done, increasing efficiency.  
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In summary, examining the gaps in data and skill access between the leading companies 
and typical producers demonstrates not only disparities in resources applicable to individual 
projects, often orders of magnitude apart, but also highlights a related exclusion from the 
ecosystems of evaluation that structure the filmmaking economy. As Hennig-Thurau and 
Houston (2018) point out, an entertainment company’s management success is not only a 
function of the company’s own role, about which it can make strategic decisions, but also 
concerns the role of other companies. Abilities to profitably match creative artistry with business 
discipline can be inhibited when interrelations between companies are increasingly predicated on 
unevenly distributed resources, such as analytics capacity and scaled resources to leverage such. 

In the meantime, the increasing digitization of project management support as software as 
a service (SaaS) tools, for instance, Movie Magic Scheduling, Vista Accounting, and Digital 
Production Office for crew contracts and payroll, opens up some efficiency gains to most 
producers. However, it is in the proprietary systems for globally scaled operations that the 
greatest advances exist, dependent on financial and time resources to acquire data sources and 
iterate across projects and territories. This has a knock on impacts for other producer types, 
particularly in their understanding of how potential partners operate. For instance, Netflix applies 
machine learning to asset review editing and delivery processes. To operate these systems, there 
are delivery obligations on suppliers, and the performance can be validated and given a metric.14 
The difference in openness and connectivity between Netflix and its partners in different 
contexts of the production sector supply chain is important when considering producers’ use of 
analytics. Where companies provide a continuous or regular support service for a fee, knowledge 
sharing and integration is key and performance is publicized, for instance, as redelivery rate 
metrics. Where involvement is sporadic and on different terms than established industry practice, 
such as buy out instead of incremental royalties, data sharing and systems integration are greatly 
reduced. Although Netflix has indicated they will be revealing more granular reporting, the 
precise nature of such data and cross calculations needed by a producer to understand the nature 
of a project’s performance and to leverage future deal-making remain extremely unclear. It is 
thus an important and challenging area for future research when considering competitive 
advantage. 
      
4.2 Post-production: Experience Analytics  

Prior to release, a pre-test or test-screening among a small sample of viewers can gauge 
viewers’ experience. Experience analytics in our context encompass processes and technologies 
that provide insights useful for the producer during the editing process of a film and design of 
promotional materials. 

There are a variety of complementary methods used to determine the emotional state of 
viewers and to detect personal highlights of films. Besides traditional focus groups and surveys, 
biometrics are also employed to assess experiences. Specifically, real-time physiological data, 
such as heart rate, blood pressure, brain activity, body temperature and perspiration, can be 
captured using wearable sensors. Moreover, body movements, facial expressions, eye tracking 
and pupillary responses, can also be recorded during film viewing (Bilasco et al. 2015). These 
psycho-physiologic channels have been shown to relate to affective responses to visual content. 
For instance, Abadi et al. (2013) investigate the effectiveness of different psycho-physiological 

                         
14 See Mosisoglu. T. (2017). Netflix content data: From script to screen. Netflix Data Presentation 8/6/2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXo9jTxfqJ8&t=2s.  
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affective signals, and combinations thereof, to detect viewers’ engagement levels while watching 
a film. They find that galvanic skin response and electroencephalogram provide comparable 
contributions, while facial motion tracking provides complementary information; thus, the best 
result is achieved by using all three modalities together. Soleymani et al. (2012) present a user-
independent emotion recognition method using electroencephalogram (i.e., record of brain 
activity), pupillary response, and gaze distance, which outperforms individual self-reports for 
arousal assessments without underperforming on valence assessments. Their emotion recognition 
method offer real-time evaluations instead of retrospective evaluations, hence capturing viewers’ 
“real” instead of “stated” reactions, which may suffer from demand effect or inaccuracy. Other 
advantages of using biometrics include: eliminating the need to ask viewers any questions which 
may interfere with the on-going experience itself; and eliminating the need to decompose a 
product (film here) into multiple attributes as in Conjoint Analysis. Then, biometrics provide a 
good alternative to traditional surveys where emotions are self-reported, or expressing emotions 
with words or remembering the different emotions at each moment of the content is challenging. 
During film editing and post-production, producers may thus leverage the insights generated 
from these metrics to detect viewer interest or engagement at different points of a film. For 
instance, the producer may adapt parts of the content according to what the audiences expect or 
desire to watch, change the title before release, or even reshoot parts of the film. The digitized 
test-screening environment allows quicker and more analyzable feedback and follow-up 
capabilities for producers who can then refine their audiovisual contents accordingly.15  

Experience analytics also play a crucial role in guiding the production of marketing 
materials, for instance, trailers for domestic and international audiences. Analytics enable 
producers to identify the funniest or the most thrilling parts of a film, and even automatically 
extract the content (Hanjalic and Li-Qun 2005). On a related note, new analytics-propelled 
optimization procedures have emerged to automatically shorten film trailers as exemplified by 
Liu et al. (2018). In cooperation with Netflix, the authors utilize web-based facial-expressions to 
identify the trajectories and especially peaks of happiness according to Ekman and Friesen's 
(1978) Facial Action Coding System using comedy films. Joining those data with consumers’ 
corresponding trailer evaluations and stated intention to watch the film, the authors utilize a 
Bayesian backward-propagation algorithm to shorten the trailer to its essential parts. Their 
results indicate that this approach seems to be an effective and scalable way to produce 
marketing materials in a specific context. Nonetheless, future research is needed to investigate 
the role of other emotions and robustness with other film genres. 

Another aspect to be considered when editing the content or producing a trailer is to 
maintain the coherence of the plot. Since interpretations, analyses, and predictions are related to 
the order of the content, a coherent and interesting plot drives consistent reactions and makes 
individual brains behave more similarly. Barnett and Cerf (2017) measure the levels of neural 
similarity by collecting the neural data from the moviegoers in a commercial theater. The authors 
use a 32-channel portable electroencephalography (EEG) system to record the brain activities of 
the participants. Then the cross-brain correlations (CBC) as moment-to-moment synchrony in the 
EEG data across the study’s audiences experiencing the same trailer are calculated. Also, two 
                         
15 There are examples of established market leaders with in-house practices, such as Legendary Entertainment. There 
are also emerging research-led endeavors. For example, ETC’s Theatrical Demo Data Project tests a new in-theater 
technological solution to gather large-scale viewing data in real time (cf. Bergquist, Y. (2017). How my team and I 
are trying to revolutionize Hollywood. Medium Corporation. https://medium.com/@punkstrategy/how-my-team-
and-i-are-revolutionizing-hollywood-9930e28937d). 
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surprise surveys are conducted to assess the participants’ content recall immediately after 
viewing the trailer and six months later. The study shows that the movie trailers that drive 
similarity in neural processing among participants enjoy higher levels of recall and tickets sales. 
Regardless, more research is needed in order to understand which trailer characteristics and 
execution factors lead to such a similarity in neural processing in order to provide actionable 
insights to producers. 

During the pre-release stage, Simon and Schroeder (2019) highlight the general use of big 
data to edit the final cut towards the audience’s inferred demand. Such pre-release applications 
of analytics are aligned with our recommended research agenda, which may benefit from re-
orienting specific marketing techniques to the production, particularly early production, 
processes. Thus, we argue that although the previously discussed studies focus on the reception 
of film trailers, their core aim – to optimize consumers’ experiences by evoking the right 
emotions at the right time – is also applicable to the editing process of the complete film 
materials. The application of such techniques can supplement existing approaches like test-
screenings by offering more granular insights into consumers’ film reception, thus increasing the 
viewing intentions and ticket sales. 

Lastly, the extant literature has focused on individual consumption and preference, 
although film viewing is inherently a social experience (e.g., Ramanathan and McGill 2007). 
Also, viewers vary in their knowledge and commitment, making the group experience and post-
experience evaluations even more complex (Foutz 2017). We hence deem the social experience 
analytics a fruitful avenue for further research, which will help producers take such important 
dynamics into account (Table 3). 
 

---------- Insert Table 3 here ---------- 
 
5. Exploitation: WOM Analytics 

At this post-release marketing and learning stage, to enhance intermediate strategic 
decision-making, producers should direct their attention to one of the valuable assets of WOM 
data. WOM analytics represent an important staple in both the marketing literature and 
successful practice of film release management (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2015). With an increasing 
number of wide-spread online WOM sources, such as personal blogs, review sites, and instant 
messaging sites, consumers are increasingly turning to these sources due to their information 
quality and source credibility (Yeap et al. 2014). Nonetheless, it is not a trivial task to make 
sense of the immense amount of structured data (e.g., star ratings) and unstructured data (e.g., 
textual reviews). Earlier research has focused on straightforward metrics, such as volume (i.e., 
amount of WOM) and valence (positive or negative sentiment). However, mixed findings prevail 
regarding their relationship with sales. While some studies point to a positive impact of WOM 
volume (Liu 2006; Duan et al. 2008), others suggest WOM valence as the driver of box office 
success when controlling for pre-release advertising (Chintagunta et al. 2010). As a result, the 
immediate pertinence of this research for producers remains less clear-cut, as it lacks granular 
details into which aspects of a movie have created those consumers responses. Still, distributors 
are provided with insights into markets that are most responsive to advertising, blog volume and 
valence, and thus should be targeted to improve the release strategies (e.g., Gopinath et al. 2013). 

For this reason, as reflected in the literature, insights derived from WOM analytics are 
mainly applied by distributors in the design and management of marketing and release 
campaigns (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2015; Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018). Decision-makers 
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who are aware of the importance of consumer WOM after release start the effective management 
process early in the lifecycle of a film, i.e., prior to its production. Usually, the corresponding 
task is delegated to those departments with the skills, resources, ongoing responsibilities, and 
contractual and effective dominion. Lee et al. (2018) explore the manipulation of sentiment on 
Twitter, recognizing film marketers’ incentives to influence online information prior to release 
accordingly. However, considering the specific decisions and contextual framing of a producer’s 
work, there is less clarity and detail with regard to the insights to be gained and applications to 
be derived from the ubiquitous WOM data. An important distinction is to be made from a 
related, but preceding concept: pre-release consumer buzz (Houston et al. 2018). Deemed an 
important precursor for a film’s initial success, it is created in response to studio and distributor 
actions (budget, age restriction, distribution strategy, star power, and related creative works) and 
inferred information. But in contrast to WOM, it is not built upon real consumption experiences. 
Although it loses power when post-release WOM takes over (Houston et al. 2018, p. 340), it is of 
high importance in a film’s (and especially a blockbuster’s) front-loaded diffusion (Hennig-
Thurau and Houston 2018, pages109–113). And analyzing the antecedents and drivers of pre-
release buzz from historic examples will offer an attractive avenue for research with impactful 
practical insights for film producers. 

More recent examples of film WOM analytics and their applications by major companies 
(Yang and Yecies 2016) pertain to content customization and promotion strategies based on the 
derived audience preferences and behavior predictions. That is, while WOM analytics for content 
production are generally conducted by major SVODs, such as Netflix, Sina Video, and Tencent 
Video, they are rarely detailed in the film industry (Yang and Yecies 2016; Anfer and Wamba 
2019). Similarly, the academic literature on such techniques and potential avenues for value 
creation in the production process remains sparse. Future research in this area is needed to offer 
critical insights to practitioners and academics alike, increasing the insights that can be derived 
from such readily available data. The dire need for such insights becomes clear when considering 
an example that is vital to the current portfolio of producers: sequels. Here, a sequel shares and 
continues some elements of the previous franchise, such as settings, characters, and major plot 
developments. WOM and revenue figures of the previous film are of high strategic importance 
(Hennig-Thurau et al, 2009; Yeh, 2013), providing valuable information about what consumers 
(dis-)liked and wish to see in the sequel(s). Utilizing appropriate analytic techniques, such as 
topic modeling (e.g., Humphreys and Wang 2017), can help producers extract such insights on a 
scale and better assess a sequel’s commercial potential and improve ideation and packaging 
processes.   

Driven by the increasing digitalization and platformization of the film consumption 
experience, other data sources, such as the meticulous information about viewer behaviors, have 
surfaced and may offer further insights into what makes a film profitable and compelling. 
However, these data are not always available to producers and scattered across different market 
players, making assessments of these data’s potential value to producers difficult. Academic and 
industry coverage also remains scarce. Furthermore, producers now have to take into account 
how other market players, such as studios, financiers, SVOD services, sales agents, or 
international distributors, use such data to evaluate the derived demand (Finch et al. 2015) in the 
development and packaging stages in order to assess these data’s value to future film productions 
throughout the exploitation stage in often opaque ways. 

SVOD companies play a big role in this development of increasingly available, yet 
opaque, data at the exploitation stage. Their uses of recommendation systems are examined (Van 
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Roy and Yan 2010), but the challenge is daunting for a producer to understand how to give 
his/her film the best opportunity to be profitable, often without access to such data and 
corresponding analytic capabilities (Hennig-Thurau and Houston, 2018). Compared to a 
producer’s twentieth century concerns for value generation at the exploitation stage, such as 
ensuring cast interview availability and high quality still images for delivery to a sales agent, the 
current black-boxed analytics of downstream value creation can seem to encompass an entirely 
different industry. For instance, Netflix leverages AVA, a set of tools and algorithms, to explore 
around 8500 frames of content per hour in order to connect content and the right target audience 
that finds it compelling with the help of A/B testing. To achieve this and make sense of this vast 
amount of unstructured film data, AVA automatically annotates and ranks frames on aesthetic, 
creative and diversity objects, including such factors as actor’s facial poses, sentiment and 
camera motion.16 Yet again, producers having no transparency on how film characteristics, such 
as genre, cast, style, and tone, impact these evaluations that are intertwined with re-licensing and 
future project involvement (Lobato 2018). As a result, producers suffer from substantial 
information asymmetries (Opitz and Hofmann 2014). In contrast to the previous economic 
primacy of traditional theatrical release windows, where consumer downside risk varies 
significantly between heavy and casual attendees and producers derived valuable insights from 
utility analysis and post-mortems alone (Campo et al. 2018), these exploitation data becomes less 
impactful with the increasing importance of SVOD services. The requirements for successful 
data acquisition, assimilation, transformation, and exploitation change, with lower stakes for 
individual content evaluation and increased importance for service attraction when assessing 
which content is commissioned, financed, and acquired (Campo et al. 2018). Thus, investigating 
what constitutes value and which factors contribute to making content profitable and compelling 
along this journey is a key area for future research. 
 

---------- Insert Table 4 here ---------- 
 
6. Discussions  

Taking a producer’s perspective, we survey the academic and industrial literatures on the 
key analytic techniques leveraged throughout the elaborate, multi-stage film production process. 
We aim to capture the present state-of-the-art and suggest promising avenues for future research. 
In the next few subsections, we offer further discussions on the prospects of leveraging analytics 
in film production for both academic research and managerial implications. 
      
6.1 Film producers need to leverage analytics to compete more effectively in the global 
content market. 

Global entertainment and media revenues will continue to rise with a 4.4% AAGR over 
the next five years, reaching $2.4 trillion by 2022 (PWC Global Entertainment and Media 
Outlook 2018). To compete more effectively in this lucrative global marketplace, where SVODs’ 
revenues will overtake box office revenues in 2019, film producers need to leverage analytics to 
create the content appealing to consumers and profitable to production companies. Our review of 
the industrial practice, including SVODs’ successful engagement of analytics, points to the 

                         
16 Riley, M., Machado, L., Roussabrov, B., Brayer, T., Bhawalker, P., Jin, E., Kansara, A. (2018). AVA: The Art 
and Science of Image Discovery at Netflix. Technology Blog. https://medium.com/netflix-techblog/ava-the-art-and-
science-of-image-discovery-at-netflix-a442f163af6. 
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urgency for film producers to leverage analytics in the increasingly data-driven competitive 
environment. Our review of the academic literature also demonstrates the present and potential 
value of analytics throughout the film production process. In summary, this research suggests 
that, consistent with value creation literature (Bozik and Dimovski 2019; Verhoef, Kooge, and 
Walk 2016; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997), film producers and production companies need to 
develop and maintain a set of crucial capabilities in order to survive and thrive in the highly 
dynamic environment characterized by intense competition and constant need for innovation.  

With the increasing digitalization of content production, provision and consumption, 
developing the right data analytic capabilities will help producers complement traditional 
industrial approaches to ultimately establish and sustain competitive advantages by creating 
superior value for both themselves and consumers. Yet, in order to translate this wealth of data 
into the production of more compelling and profitable content, it is paramount to develop such 
capabilities in a systematic fashion, spanning from acquiring the right data, utilizing suitable 
analytic techniques, integrating the new insights with the previously available information and 
established process, to applying the newly generated insights to the commercial ends. As we 
previously showcased (also cf. Tables 2–4), when done rigorously and on eye-level with 
traditional approaches, these capabilities hold great potential to enhance almost every step along 
the film production value chain. In particular, we wish to highlight the following four areas with 
great potential for future academic research and industrial applications, especially in light of the 
film studios’ position in today’s competitive landscape, such as their relative focus on franchises 
and tent pole movies, and the unique experiences entailed by theatrical films relative to SVOD 
home entertainment. 

Content analytics. While conventional analytics have focused on the structured data 
often flowing from the operational systems, newer analytics will integrate more unstructured 
data, such as text (scripts, screenplays, audience reviews), image (posters, ads, packaging), voice 
(recordings), and video (films, trailers) (Toubia et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2018; Liu, Dzyabura, and 
Natalie Mizik 2018). Content analytics are particularly important for major studios as they tend 
to pursue a tent-pole strategy with high stakes. Content analytics will offer producers much more 
granular insights into the success potential of a script, trailer, or film, as well as real-time 
guidance on how to adapt the content. Interesting questions abound that call for research and 
academia-industry collaborations, such as which dynamic patterns in a film’s content or plot 
development, such as peak-ebb-peak of narrative suspense or emotional intensity, will appeal the 
most to the audience? Does this vary by genre and audience segments? What characteristics of 
the conversation or discourse in a film would engage the audience the most? How would 
character development and chemistry among them influence the audience’s engagement? Which 
music would enhance the artistic expressions of which scene? How much content overlap with or 
differentiation from the previous franchise would make a sequel most attractive? 

AR/VR analytics. Advances of augmented and virtual realities (AR/VR) in the past 
decade have offered film production the potential to augment the traditional film viewing 
experiences. AR/VR have received increased funding and been perceived by industry insiders as 
extremely important for film producers.17 Interactivity brought by AR/VR has also emerged as a 
crucial element for consumer engagement and thus producer considerations (cf. Milgram and 
                         
17 VRVCA (2018). VR/AR global investment report and outlook 2018. Resource document. VRVCA. 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/575e5cd62b8ddeb3fba63f79/t/5aa963d4e2c483ff9d60f3c9/1521050602030/V
RVCA_Global+Investment+Report+2018_vF+%28EN%29.pdf. 
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Kishino 1995). These technologies have also furnished creative tools to garner valuable data for 
producers, such as viewers’ body motions, that may be leveraged to create more compelling 
content. Nonetheless, AR/VR applications and related academic research remain at infancy. 
Examples of extant applications include interactive films, such as Bandersnatch, during which 
audiences can actively decide how the plot unfolds, represent a current application. Other 
applications in the gaming industry, such as Quantic Dream, have also blurred the lines between 
films and games. 

Another related domain is the use of mobile devices in AR/VR, often termed the multi-
device or multi-screen film viewing experience. Nearly 81% of the U.S. internet users engage a 
second device, most favorably mobile, while watching TV.18 Academic research is being 
developed to conceptualize multi-screen usage and understand related consumer behaviors (e.g., 
Blake 2017; Jokela, Ojala, and Olsson 2015; Rooksby et al. 2015). Social media companies, such 
as Facebook, have poured significant resources into understanding why and how consumers use 
multiple devices during content consumption, particularly since most second-screen activities are 
related to social activities, such as texting friends or visiting social networks. Film producers can 
also adapt their content to transform the second-screen activities from distracting to engaging 
(Blake 2017; Hassoun 2014), potentially by arousing viewer conversations about the content and 
interactions among viewers. Moreover, enriched information or interactive quizzes about the 
content may be offered to permit dynamic audience reactions or participation in the story. Many 
intriguing questions remain in this domain. For instance, which kinds of augmented experiences 
are most welcome by the audience? How do they differ between the theatrical versus home 
entertainment experiences? Which parts of the film content are most suited for experience 
augmentation? How can producers generate supplemental content for secondary screens? How 
can producers leverage new forms of augmented experiences, such as bullet screens (where 
audiences input real-time comments to the displaying screen) that have become very popular in 
China and Japan, to engage the audience? 

Experience analytics. Central to all the above discussions on content analytics, AR/VR 
analytics, and AI-generated content, are the audience experience analytics. After all, 
understanding and optimizing the customer/audience experience is the bedrock of any successful 
content production. Beyond the conventional pre- and post-experiential measures, unobtrusive 
in-experience measures are becoming more accessible to content producers, such as facial 
expression, eye tracking, and seat movement tracked easily by film theaters. In addition, social 
experience, particularly among a larger number of consumers as in the case of theater 
experience, is not well explored by the marketing literature (with a few exceptions such as 
Ramanathan and McGill 2007; Ratner and Hamilton 2015; Kim, Aribarg, and Foutz 2019). Such 
analytics will help film producers better understand the differences between the theatrical and 
home experiences; and the interaction between film content and social context, offering 
theatrical films a potentially distinct competitive edge over SVODs. Other fruitful areas of 
exploration may pertain to how producers may better harness the moment-to-moment experience 
data and analytics to adapt film content? How various content formats, such as short films, 
impact consumer experience? How would different viewing devices, such as mobile, impact the 
content type or format preference by viewers (Chisholm et al. 2015)? 

                         
18 IAB, and MARU/Matchbox (2017). The changing TV experience: 2017. Online report. Lab and maru/matchbox. 
https://www.iab.com/wp–content/uploads/2017/05/The–Changing–TV–Experience–2017.pdf. 
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Talent analytics. Another exciting area for future research and applications may rest on 
leveraging analytics for talent management. Instead of relying on talents’ and agents’ intuition, 
or simple statistics, talent analytics, often involving talent’s image analytics, bankability 
analytics, and social media analytics, can enlist much richer historical data and more 
sophisticated methodologies to analyze a talent’s fit with specific film content, fit with other 
talents, profit potential, and long-term career path. These measures are crucial for guiding the 
entire film production process from greenlight and financial structuring. In addition, while 
human resource analytics have largely focused on individuals, newer development has 
highlighted the importance of human network analytics, where each talent is analyzed within 
his/her specific groups, teams, and larger organizational or industrial network (Packard et al. 
2016). Future research should further explore, for instance, how to select talents for specific 
content, or for franchise films? How to find the optimal on-screen dyad with the best chemistry? 
How can we select talents with the most Oscar potential? Which talents may generate the most 
publicity or social media frenzy? 

In summary, the immense potential to explore analytics in film production, thus offering 
production companies an essential competitive asset, and the dearth of academic research and 
applications thus far, call for increased collaborations between the industry and academia, as 
well as interdisciplinary research across, for example, finance, marketing, computer science, 
psychology, and linguistics. Producers also need to be open-minded and ready to adopt new data 
and new methods to facilitate profitable film production and to remain competitive in the rapidly 
changing digital media landscape. 
  
6.2. Despite the promise offered by analytics, a number of impediments potentially curtail 
their wider applications and impact. 
         Specifically, these impediments may arise from data restrictions, methodological 
challenges, talent limitations, affordability concerns, and organizational resistance. We will 
concisely describe each below.   

Data. If the data needed to implement the desired analytic methods are not available, of 
poor quality, or difficult to make sense of, then a producer’s capacity becomes restricted. 
Filmmaking is collaborative, but an individual producer, including one hired or financed by a 
major company is often at a remove from key audience and performance data. This problem is 
further highlighted for independent producers (Fuselier 2017). The key question remains - “How 
can you be data driven when someone else has the customer data?” For studios, the “someone 
else” may include the exhibitors and SVOD platforms. For independent producers, the “someone 
else” is “everyone else”. Therefore, research is clearly required to accompany industry initiatives 
to deliver greater data transparency.19 Issues of data access not only concern individual 
companies, but filmmaking cultures as a whole. For instance, the lack of harmonized accounting 
standards, poor information transparency, and shortage of adequate industry databases have been 
noted as the key reasons for the absence of expansion of analytics in the European audio-visual 
financing market (Debande 2018). 

Methodology. Another challenge facing producers is a better understanding of the often 
complex analytic methods and then applying the resulting insights to decision-making. For 
example, applying artificial intelligence to audio/video content analysis poses challenges for 

                         
19 EFM Horizon (2019). Blockchain in Motion. https://www.efm–berlinale.de/en/horizon/programme/blockchain 
/blockchain.html#!/accordion1085974=accordion–item–start–module+accordion–item–start–module–1.  
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producers.20 In addition, the continuous, iterative nature of applying and improving analytics is 
sometimes deemed at odds with the established work practices of filmmaking, which are 
typically one-off productions. This speaks to the necessity of access to scale and continuous 
activities beyond the reach of most non-vertically integrated producers. 
         Analytics talents. Without establishing a solid understanding of the research objects and 
questions, the undifferentiated applications of analytics will inadvertently lead to unsatisfactory 
and potentially misleading insights for producers. Thus, combining expert knowledge, academic 
theory, and empirical findings is imperative to choose suitable methods and data sources in order 
to reach sensible conclusions to complement managerial intuitions (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 
2018). Then successful implementations of analytics will require recruiting data science talents, 
who not only are already in great shortage on the global labor market but also incur great costs to 
producers.      
         Affordability. Curating, storing, and analyzing big data with massive volume, variety, 
velocity (i.e., speed of data generation) and veracity (data uncertainty) generate cost concerns, 
especially for smaller production companies. As the industry’s 2018 Nostradamus Report noted, 
“controlling the whole value chain from production to eyeballs has enormous value, allowing 
one to own the audience relationship as well as all the user data. This is why platforms like 
Netflix, Apple, Facebook and Snapchat now produce content of their own (and why most TV 
networks always have). Another strategy is for the content provider to build its own platforms, 
like Disney is doing”. Such strategies to maximize the exploitation of leveraging analytics are 
apparently beyond the reach of most companies outside global entities. 

Organizational resistance. It is not uncommon that creative personnel believe artistic 
decisions should not be informed by analytics. The concerns about AI-generated creative content 
and relegation of creative practice are reflected most deeply at the ideation stage. Some fear 
redundancy as a result of data-driven content generation. Others in computational creativity 
research recognized the concern about the technical capacity and sociological hurdles for 
accepting the creative agency of software and propose framings for its comprehension (Charnley 
et al 2012). It is an area of ongoing debate in the film industry, where resistance to data-driven or 
data-informed approaches is both a legitimate live issue but also a topic of controversy 
promulgated in the trade press.21 Simon and Schroeder point out that the tension between artistic 
values of filmmakers and the rationalization of practice through the use of big data (Napoli 2010) 
will be bridged in so far as producers believe analytics use is vital to profitability, where they do 
not traditional development practices will endure. These sentiments point to the need for more 
applied research and nuanced accounts of multiple approaches toward, and contexts for, the 
relationship between data and creative practice (Hennig-Thurau and Houston 2018). 

By presenting the next sections of 6.3 and 6.4, we will also discuss how the industry, 
academia, and regulatory bodies might work together to mitigate some of the impediments in 
section 6.2, address the conceptual and methodological sparsity of research, and accelerate the 
adoption of analytics in film production. 
  

                         
20 Dixon, C. (2019).Why recommendations aren’t better, yet! NScreen Media.  
http://www.nscreenmedia.com/boost-metadata-better-video-recommendations/. 
21 For example, Caranicas, P. (2018). Artificial intelligence could one day determine which films get made. Variety. 
https://variety.com/2018/artisans/news/artificial–intelligence–hollywood–1202865540. 
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6.3 Advances in data and analytics will deepen and widen their applications in film 
production. 
         Technological advances have been rapidly improving the access to data and analytic 
techniques. Below we will highlight a few recent developments and the implications for film 
production. 

Wider and collaborative access to data. Big data of massive volume, variety, velocity, 
and veracity continue to emerge. Cloud-based databases are replacing the analog databases, and 
can thus be more easily shared both among producers and across the value chain, such as 
exhibitors, distributors, and producers. Although these entities are largely not sharing data as of 
now, there has been an urgent call for them to share data to accomplish a common goal. As 
aforementioned, examples in China have demonstrated successful implementations of cross-
value chain datasets where financiers, producers, ticketing apps, and internet platforms can be 
cross-owned, enabling both marketing efficiencies and higher level strategic decision making 
(Roxborough 2016). Many open source data, including those crowd-sourced or generated by 
users, such as audience reviews, social media comments, and kaggle competitions, can also be 
easily curated and analyzed even by producers with relatively low budgets for analytics.  

Producers may leverage not only data curated by up-stream and down-stream channel 
members, as well as from open sources, but also new, often termed “dark”, data generated in the 
content production process, such as production logs or test audiences. These dark data are often 
defined as the information assets that organizations collect, process, and store during regular 
business activities, but generally fail to use for other purposes. They are often recorded and 
stored for compliance purposes, only without being monetized via analytics to gain a competitive 
advantage. Producers should consider harness the power of such data and increasingly shift from 
intuition- to analytics- driven decision making. The marketing academia is also standing at an 
unparalleled position to catalyze this process.  
         Accessible and collaborative analytics. Open-source software, such as R and Python, 
and pre-packaged analytics software, such as those text, image, and video analytics tools 
developed by Amazon, Google, and Facebook, have dramatically reduced the cost and learning 
threshold for anyone, producers included, to leverage analytics in decision making, especially 
when these decisions pertain to multi-million dollar investment in a film. Such open-source or 
pre-built software is also leveling the playing field for organizations of varied size and 
capability. Analytics are now commonly utilized to help both big and small companies improve 
their business processes; and help humans make more precise decisions, freeing humans to focus 
better on more critical and more creative tasks. Big data and analytics are here to stay and, like 
almost every other sector, the film industry will have to adapt to the opportunity they bring. 

Interpretable and real-time analytics. Besides being accessible and collaborative, 
analytics are also becoming increasingly interpretable and faster for real-time decision making. 
Improved data storytelling and visualization tools, and increased use of cloud-based data 
integration platforms permit a more unified approach to data and more producers to have the 
ability to tell relevant, accurate stories with the data. Text analytics, such as topic modeling, and 
image analytics, such as neural network with attention, also allow producers to interpret key 
characteristics in scripts, consumer reviews, and films that appeal to the audience.   
          Moreover, as more real-time data continue to emerge and real-time decisions need to be 
made, such as the real-time augmented content offered to the audience, real-time adaption of film 
content, or interactive films, content producers need to further harness real-time data and real-
time analytics. This in-the-moment decision-making is particularly critical for managing 
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resources, resolving issues and, ultimately, delighting customers. Two notable technologies are 
helping accomplish this. One is edge computing, which reduces the time involved in storing, 
retrieving, processing, and analyzing data stored on cloud or a large number of connected 
devices. The other is quantum computing, which despite being in its infancy, offers promise to 
process billions of data at once in merely minutes, thus giving companies the opportunity to 
make timely decisions to achieve desired outcomes. 
         The above discussions point to both the necessity and promise of analytics to film 
production. They also highlight the need for industry-academia collaboration in this long yet 
fruitful path. Many interesting questions remain unanswered, such as what is the most effective 
format for various players in the value creation chain to share resources, particularly granular, 
real-time data and analytic capabilities? Which distinctive competitive advantages may be 
created in this process? And which technologies may be leveraged to curate data throughout the 
film production process? Which other production decisions can be improved by enlisting 
collaborative or real-time analytics? 
  
6.4 Enhanced regulatory support is needed to propel accelerated adoption of analytics in 
film production. 

Accompanying the rapid advances in data and analytics, regulatory support from both the 
industrial governing bodies and government legislation will further catalyze the adoption of 
analytics as strategic routines in film production. We will here emphasize three core components: 
regulations on data transparency and fair access, on data security and privacy protection; and on 
pro-social analytics.   

Data transparency and fair access. The earlier discussions have highlighted the status 
quo that not all entities involved in the film production value chain have comparable access to 
data needed for analytics to enhance film production. There is an increased call for enhanced 
access to data from redesigning the Blockchain with a unique footprint of every contract, to 
partly address the skew in balance of power that the SVOD platforms hold via granular 
behavioral data. They also call for improving transparency between distributors and other market 
actors to increase the visibility and timeliness of performance data. Klossa’s (2019) report has 
further proposed that European Commission launch a one billion euro media data initiative to 
focus on the applications of data analytics, AI, media Blockchain. 22 It also urges mobilization of 
all stakeholders to collaborate in this process. Academic research is also needed to facilitate the 
process, such as demonstrating the overall benefit of this collaborative approach, designing 
viable mechanisms to accomplish fair access to data and analytics, and gauging the impact of this 
approach to the industrial organization and competitive landscape. 

Data security and consumer privacy protection. In the past decade, more than 5,000 
major data breaches have been reported, with the recent examples of Sony and Marriott. The 
average cost of a data breach is estimated to be around $4 million (Wedel and Kanan 2016). 
These scandals highlight the importance of cybersecurity. Globally, European Union (EU) has 
enacted the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) since May 2018. Several U.S. states are 
also proposing their own data protection laws that provide certain GDPR-like consumer rights, 
with the first passing in June 2018 in California. The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) 
is slated to become the most comprehensive data privacy law in the U.S. and will go into effect 

                         
22 Klossa, G. (2019).Towards European Media Sovereignty. https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-
political/files/guillaume_klossa_report_final.pdf. 
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on January 1, 2020. Eleven other states have recently introduced similar legislation. The bills 
include their own versions of opt-out rights and are slightly different than the GDPR and CCPA, 
leading many to ask the U.S. Congress to implement a national comprehensive data privacy 
legislation to reduce the complexities involved in navigating across each state’s regulations. As 
massive amount of individual viewers’ preference and behavioral data are being generated and 
curated by content providers, self-regulations on data security and consumer privacy protection 
also need to be established.  

The marketing literature has a historical, and newly revived, interest in consumer privacy 
due to the rise big data and analytics (Wedel and Kannan 2016). As different forms of marketing 
data emerge over time, this literature has examined privacy concerns that arise in many 
marketing contexts and data forms, such as marketing research like surveys (Mayer and White Jr. 
1969; Acquisti, Leslie, and Loewenstein 2012), direct marketing via phones or emails (Kumar, 
Zhang, and Luo 2014; Goh, Hui, and Png 2015), offline retail sales (Schneider et al. 2018), 
subscription services and various customer relationship management (CRM) programs (Conitzer, 
Taylor, and Wagman 2012), online personalization services in computers and mobile devices 
(Chellappa and Shivendu 2010), online search and transactions (i.e. e-commerce) (Bart et al. 
2005), online social networks (e.g. Adjerid, Acquisti, and Loewenstein 2019), health care (Miller 
and Tucker 2018; Adjerid et al. 2016), and digital advertising (Tucker 2014; Gardete and Bart 
2018). Nonetheless, research related to the creative industries remains sparse. Thus, future 
research may consider many topics of interest, such as how content producers may garner the 
audience’s data for decision making while preserving privacy? How may film production value 
chain share data to accomplish common objectives without sacrificing data security? How can 
the creative industries design optimal privacy-friendly policies towards consumers, such as 
allowing them to control privacy settings (Adjerid, Acquisti, and Loewenstein 2019)? How to 
design a B2B market that preserves privacy yet incentivize competitors to participate in data and 
analytics knowledge sharing (Kalvenes and Basu 2006)? How do privacy regulations impact 
content producers’ adoption of analytics and innovative motivations? 

Pro-social analytics. While our discussions have centered on leveraging analytics to 
produce appealing and profitable film content, it is also important to leverage analytics 
responsibly and pro-socially. Many interesting questions await the academia and executives to 
address, such as how to mitigate the potential bias, such as gender and racial bias, introduced by 
analytics in ideation or casting (Zhao et al. 2019)? How to enlist analytics, such as social media 
analytics, to generate more pro-social entertainment content for the audience, especially for the 
younger audience? How to leverage analytics to moderate undesirable consumer behavior, such 
as binge viewing or preference for violent content, and promote consumer well-being (Gordon, 
Gurrieri, and Chapman 2015; Schweidel and Moe 2016)? How to manage information revelation 
to viewers when certain content is generated by artificial instead of human intelligence and 
creativity? 

Summary. Built upon the theories of value creation and film production, this article 
synthesizes the state-of-art research on, and applications of, analytics across three primary stages 
of film production from a producer’s perspective. It further illuminates the need for film 
producers to leverage analytics, the potential impediments that producers face, and promising 
avenues for future research and regulatory support, thus calling for academia-industry-regulation 
collaborations. 
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Table 1. Key Decisions and Analytics Applications in Feature Film Production 
      

Key decisions and exemplary questions  Examples of present and potential applications of analytics 

Development and Packaging:  

x Ideation – what film to make? 
      
x Script – how to make the best film? 

x Online viewing / search data mining for audience interest analysis  
x Platform metrics for content development e.g. non viewing services 

such as reading platforms 
x NLP to improve narrative structure, emotional tone – box office 

relations claimed with content characteristics 

x Casting – who will make the film 
compelling, who will sell the film to 
partners and audiences, which cast and 
crew will work best together? 

x Talent analytics   
x Past performance (revenue / awards) and past collaboration for  

combination optimization 
x Viewer data analyzed by cast variables 
x Knock on impact analysis of cast choices to other decision fields 

x Demand forecasting leading to 
financing considerations combine with 
questions above leading to greenlight 
decision and structure – should we 
invest, and how much? 

x Financial structuring metrics and cost analytics – ROI complexity 
x Demand prediction via micro-segmentation to the individual viewer  
x Additions to toolset of regression methods and comparable title 

analysis 

x Future – standardized data and use across partners for efficient decision making; application of recommendation 
algorithms earlier into film life cycle; including individual consumer level big data; application of granular data to 
producer oriented research - including technical film finance questions of profitability 

Production:  

x Planning and coordination – location, 
schedule, budget, delivery – how can 
the film generate most ROI? 

x Operational production and post-production process analytics (at early 
stage feed into financing) 

x Where and how to organize a shoot – logistical optimization of talent 
availability, shooting time, and incentives 

x Post-production analysis of consumer 
experience – what can be altered pre-
release to optimize ROI? 

x Biometric viewer analytics 
x WOM tracking over time 
x Identification of emotional states and content highlights 
x Edit film content to inform producer contribution to film positioning 

x Future – dissemination of production analytics from market leaders as SaaS or platform to enable more uniform 
efficiency gains in pragmatic elements of production; assessment of viability and value of producer reaction to 
WOM pre-picture lock; 

Exploitation:  

x Re-evaluation to inform new 
productions – how do we do better next 
time? 

x Content analytics of franchise film reception to inform sequel 
development 

x WOM and online search data analysis concerning film life cycle from 
festivals to awards and final revenues 

x Future – WOM, online search data analysis concerning film life cycle – how do festivals, market sales, in-
production marketing impact WOM, critical anticipation, awards selection, and performance? 
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Table 2. Important Capabilities at the Packaging Stage 
 

Data 
Acquisition 

In ideation and script development, structured story data (e.g., genre, story components 
and storytelling mechanics) can be very helpful in combination with consumer 
interest/engagement data (e.g., web searches and online interactions on social media) and 
historic film performance data. 
For finding the right talent during packaging, both data on the individual–level (e.g., 
commercial performance in past movies and social media/internet performance metrics) 
and on the group–level (e.g., synergies between cast members) can offer valuable 
guidance.    
For financing, data on the product (e.g., budget and genre), marketing strategy (e.g., 
screens and advertising) and third parties/target audience traits (e.g., critical and consumer 
WOM) can be utilized to forecast a movies performance – however, data availability and 
thus the corresponding approach critically hinges on forecasting timing. 

Data 
Assimilation 

In case of ideation and script development, mostly textual analysis and neural networks are 
applied in order to gain insights into unstructured textual data and to establish a link with 
future success metrics. 
For finding the right talent that fits the movie, descriptive (to identify star power) and 
regression–based (to explore fit with film at hand) method can be employed – and 
supplemented by network–based approaches in order to identify optimal cast composition.   
To forecast future performance of a film, both feature– and diffusion–based regression 
models and modern machine learning techniques can be utilized.  

Data 
Transformation 

The discussed data and methods will help to improve existing processes and supplement 
managerial intuition on a broad spectrum of tasks. This ranges from the initial conception 
of a film (e.g., identifying the right stories and telling them in an optimal fashion), 
choosing the right talent (e.g., individual cast members and cast composition) to predicting 
the commercial success of a movie, which ultimately ease greenlight and production 
(planning).   

Data 
Exploitation 

Value for Consumers: By expressing or signaling their interest in certain stories, more 
non–stereotypical and nuanced movies that deviate from the four–quadrant targeting norm 
might be produced, offering consumers more compelling content that they desire.   
Value for Producers: In this stage, data analytical capabilities will aid producers to sift 
through available story material and identify potential hits more easily, and also guides 
them in selecting synergetic talents who both resonate with the audience and fit the story at 
hand. Ultimately, data analytics will add empirical evidence to the mostly experience–
driven greenlight and financial discourse, potentially leading to a higher probability of 
producing profitable content.  
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Table 3. Important Capabilities at the Production Stage 
 

Data 
Acquisition 

Data for process optimization can be collected on a company–level, recording central 
variables in past and present projects, or be bought from third–party database providers or 
pooled with similar companies. 
In post–production, data on the individual–level becomes more relevant, encompassing 
responses and biometrics from, e.g., interviews, surveys, and lab studies.  

Data 
Assimilation 

With the help of SaaS production logistics tools or self–deployed Machine Learning 
algorithms, which focus on optimizing certain processes based on the underlying data and 
suitable process performance metrics. 
For quantitative and biometrical response data, a wide range of quantitative methods, from 
standard regression techniques to Bayesian back–propagation algorithms, can be applied, 
depending on desired outcome.  

Data 
Transformation 

Support producer expertise in highly dynamic areas of production such as territory 
selection or workflow planning, utilizing data to improve and optimize information 
typically used in decision–making.   
In post–production, data about consumers’ reactions to different versions of a film or 
different promotional material will supplement creative intuition in making critical 
adjustments before release to tailor the film more closely to target groups taste and 
expectations. Furthermore, following the production work, algorithms can help to 
automate certain promotional decisions on a scale, e.g. automatically shortening trailers 
based on peak emotional moments (Liu et al. 2018). 

Data 
Exploitation 

Value for Consumers: While consumers might not directly benefit from production 
optimizations, the inclusion of their feedback in post–production ultimately leads to films 
that more directly tailored to their needs and expectations.  
Value for Producers: Optimizing the production pipeline itself offers many opportunities 
to create synergetic effects and save costs, which directly affects a film’s bottom line. 
Incorporating consumers’ reaction in post–production adds guiding evidence to creative 
adjustments to the film and makes marketing efforts more effective (better marketability 
through consumer insights) and efficient (through automation).   
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Table 4. Important Capabilities at the Exploitation Stage 
 

Data 
Acquisition 

This pertains to textual and quantitative data regarding responses to the movie, both in 
terms of consumer and critical reviews (e.g., IMDb or Rotten Tomatoes), consumer 
discussions (e.g., on social platforms like Facebook or Reddit) or the movies general 
reception (e.g., sales data for utilized channels). 

Data 
Assimilation 

This pertains to textual analytics (e.g., Humphreys and Wang 2017) such as sentiment 
analysis and topic modeling to gauge consumers’ and critics’ general reaction towards a 
film as well as common topics in their ratings and discussions; also, regression and 
descriptive analyses in order to gauge the performance in every channel and link them with 
previously discussed reactions.  

Data 
Transformation 

Data can be integrated into existing processes such as a film post–mortem and add 
evidence and more fine–grained empirical insights into the team’s learning from a 
particular movie’s performance. 

Data 
Exploitation 

Value for Consumers: by having their opinion about a film taken into account in a more 
structured way, following productions will target consumers’ needs more directly, making 
content more compelling for the target audience.   
Value for Producers: with greater insights into consumer needs, producers can evaluate 
future movie productions more clearly in terms of attractiveness for the target audience 
and potential production value, which increases the odds for being profitable.  
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Figure 1. Film Production Process   
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Figure 2. Important Capabilities during Film Production  

 
 
      


